
Selfie, Say Cheese… 

Enter the I ❤ Copa contest and you could win 1 stay for 2 people, 3 days and 2 nights at Copamarina 

Beach Resort & Spa. 

CONTEST RULES 

1. “Selfie, say Cheese I ❤ Copa” sweepstakes begins Tuesday, July 5 through Monday, September 

30, 2022. No purchase or payment is required to enter and/or win. The rules of this contest will 

be published at https://www.copamarina.com/happenings. The product or service promoted is 

one (1) stay for 2 people of 3 days and 2 nights at Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa, valid to redeem 

for one (1) year. 

2. All natural persons, legal residents of Puerto Rico over 18 years of age are eligible to participate 

in this contest; that during their stay or visit during their attendance at an event at Copamarina 

Beach Resort & Spa they take a Selfie and publish it on their social networks tagging @Copamarina 

and in accordance with the requirements established in these rules, it is an original photo and 

reach the greatest number of Likes in the different social networks. You must meet all the 

participation requirements required by the Sales and Marketing Department of Copamarina 

Beach Resort & Spa. Employees and/or contractors, affiliated companies and/or the advertising 

agency of Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa and the notary firm used in the draw and all their 

relatives up to the fourth degree of consanguinity and /or second degree of affinity, in addition 

to any person residing with them. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. 

3. To participate, you just have to take your selfie in your favorite Copamarina spot and post it on 

your feed. Fill out the release form, tag @Copamarina, and Follow @Copamarina on Instagram 

and Facebook. By subscribing, you must complete the required fields, accept the Contest Rules, 

the Terms and Conditions and Privacy policies. Completing this subscription process is equivalent 

to participation in the sweepstakes. Contestants will have until September 30, 2022 at 11:59 PM 

to enter. After this time the participations will not be valid. In addition, it is required that the 

participation be filled out correctly. The use of “robots” to participate is prohibited. The system 

will allow up to a maximum of one participation per contestant. 

 

4. The winner will be announced on Friday, October 10, 2022 through the social media platforms of 

Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa, located at Carretera 333, KM 6.5, Guánica, Puerto Rico 00969. 

The selection of the winner will be made by counting the number of Likes or Likes that each 

participating Selfie obtained, fulfilling all the requirements, thus counting all social networks. 

5. There will be (1) winner who will obtain the following prize: 

a) One (1) stay for 2 people of 3 days and 2 nights at Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa, valid 

for one (1) year. 

6. After the contest is over, three (3) additional entries will be selected to constitute the potential 

alternate winners.  In the event that the original winner is unable to claim the prize or is 

subsequently disqualified, the vacant prize will be awarded to the alternate winner in the order 

in which he or she was selected. 



7. The prize will be non-transferable. Neither may it be redeemed for cash or substituted in whole 

or in part for another consideration. Any and all obligations of the promoter to the winner of a 

prize will cease and will be fully satisfied at the time of delivery of the prize. The prize has a fixed 

expiration date and it is a requirement of this contest that the winner and their companion be 

able to redeem their stay on or before the designated expiration date. The winner will be 

responsible for paying any income tax or other taxes, incidentals or additional expenses and other 

governmental entities by reason of the acceptance, receipt and use of the prize. 

8. The winner must also sign a release of liability for any contractual, non-contractual or any other 

nature or nature claim that may arise as a direct or indirect consequence of their participation in 

the contest or the enjoyment of the prize, and a license in which will grant Copamarina Beach 

Resort & Spa the right to use, reproduce, alter, display, distribute, publish and announce your 

name, voice and image in any medium, without the need for any additional compensation to the 

prize. 

9. The selected participant will be notified via phone call according to the information they have 

provided in the online registration. Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa will notify the selected 

participants through at least 2 phone calls and an email. However, if the entrant does not respond 

they will be automatically disqualified and the next alternate entrant will be notified (at least two 

calls will be made to the alternate winner, if the alternate winner does not respond within one 

business day of the first call they will be disqualified and will proceed to notify the next participant 

selected as an alternate winner). Once the winning participant has been notified, they agree to 

personally visit the offices of the Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa Sales and Marketing 

Department to claim their prize. Once the winning participant has been notified, he/she agrees 

to visit the offices of the Sales and Marketing Department of Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa, on 

the date indicated by the sponsors, to sign a prize acceptance document detailing the terms and 

conditions. of the same. Representatives will not be accepted. The promoter is not responsible 

for incomplete, illegible or incorrect names, addresses or telephone numbers. If the winner is a 

minor for legal purposes, he must be accompanied by his custodian with parental authority or 

legal guardian. The promoter reserves the right to require sufficient and adequate personal 

identification before awarding the prize. 

10. All and any obligation of Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa, towards the winner of the prize will 

cease and will be fully satisfied at the time of consumption or delivery of the prize. Copamarina 

Beach Resort & Spa will not be responsible if the winner cannot redeem his stay or if he claims it 

after the expiration date stipulated in the prize. In addition, Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa is 

not responsible for the unjustified cancellation of the stay, nor will it extend the validity date of 

the award. Copamarina Beach Resport & Spa, its agents, parent corporations, affiliates or 

subsidiaries, will not be responsible for any accident, damage or injury resulting from the 

consumption and/or enjoyment of the prize or participation in the contest. 

11. Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa reserves the right to amend these rules following the 

requirements of applicable laws and regulations. This contest is subject to all applicable federal 

and state laws and regulations. If there is any inconsistency between the full version of these rules 

and the abbreviated rules, the version that is most beneficial to the participants will prevail. 



12. If for any legal or other reason, any of the terms of the rules of this giveaway is declared invalid 

or null by a competent court, the rest of the terms will remain with all their force and legal force. 

13. The promoter of this contest is Copamarina Beach Resort & Spa: Physical address: Carretera 333, 

km 6.5, Guánica PR 00653, Postal address: P.O. Box 805 Guánica, Puerto Rico 00653, phone 787-

821-0505, Ext 782. Email: knegron@copamarina.com to write to receive a free copy of the official 

rules or a list of the winners of this contest. 

 


